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Chapter 10

BASEL III IMPLEMENTATION

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES IN SRI LANKA

By

R R S De Silva Jayatillake1

1. Introduction

1.1 Objective and Scope of Study

Basel I, the framework of minimum capital standards introduced in 1988 by

the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS), was designed to increase

the safety and soundness of the international banking system and set a level

playing field for banking regulation. Basel I was equipped with just a minimum

capital requirement rule considering initially only credit risk. Subsequently, in

1996, the introduction of market risk was incorporated. Although praised for

achieving its initial goals, it has been criticised as the low risk sensitiveness of

its capital requirements may lead to greater risk taking and regulatory capital

arbitrage by banks.

Therefore, Basel II, its successor, was issued for adoption by the banking

community in 2004. Basel II relies on three pillars viz., minimum capital

requirements, supervisory review, and market discipline, to attain the safety and

soundness of the financial system. Basel II was intended to create an international

standard for banking regulators to control the level of capital the internationally

active banks need to put aside to safeguard against the types of financial and

operational risks that banks face. One focus was to maintain sufficient consistency

of regulations so that this does not become a source of competitive inequality

among banks.

The financial crisis that began in 2007 highlighted a number of weaknesses

in banks’ capital and liquidity. In the aftermath of the crisis, the BCBS, in

consultation with the Leaders of G20 countries and Governors of Central Banks

took steps to address these weaknesses by improving capital adequacy standards

reducing pro-cyclicality, and strengthening the liquidity management of banks.

The BCBS’s reforms to the international regulatory framework seek to increase
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the banking sector ability to absorb shock arising from financial and economic

stress and thus reducing the spillover effects from the financial sector to the

real economy. The BCBS’s reforms known as ‘Basel III’, is an enhancement

to the existing Basel II framework.  A revised definition of capital and enhanced

minimum capital requirements are the two cornerstones of these reforms.

The implementation of Basel III is subject to extensive transitional

arrangements to ensure that the banking sector can meet higher capital standards

through reasonable retention of earnings and the raising of capital, while still

supporting lending to the economy.

The objective of this study is to assess the need to move to Basel III, its

implications, challenges and opportunities in the context of the banking sector

in Sri Lanka.

1.2 General Outline of Paper

This paper aims to present an overview of the financial system, the critical

risks faced by the banking sector, and the level of application of the Basel

standards; and to examine the impact of the Basel Capital Standards, the

implementation issues and challenges and the way forward for Sri Lanka.

1.2.1 Financial System of Sri Lanka

(i) The financial sector asset base stood at Rs. 7,651.8 billion or US$67.1 million,

and is approximately 117.8 percent to Gross Domestic Product (GDP) as

at end 2011. The financial system in Sri Lanka is dominated by the banking

sector with 55 percent of the assets of the financial system concentrated

in the banking sector. The contribution of the banking, insurance and real

estate accounts for 8.8 percent of GDP. The banking sector assets accounted

for Rs. 4.9 trillion as at September 2012.

(ii) Sri Lanka’s GDP is to reach a US$100 billion economy by 2016. The assets

of the banking sector are expected to double by 2016 to reach Rs. 10 trillion

in view of the expected doubling of per capita income to US$4,000 by 2016.

With a view to facilitating such growth, banks were required in 2010 to

increase the minimum capital aligned to Tier I capital on a staggered basis.
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1.2.2 Status of Application of Basel Standards

(i) In late 2007, the Central Bank of Sri Lanka (CBSL) issued a Direction on

maintenance of capital, based on the requirements under Basel II, equally

applicable across the banking sector. Currently the banking sector adopts

Pillar I of Basel II and applies the standardised approach on credit risk, the

standardised measurement approach on market risk and the basic indicator

approach on operational risk. The Direction also required banks to commence

collecting data to enable the adoption of the advanced approaches of Pillar

I in five years.

(ii) All banks are required to maintain a core capital ratio of 5 percent and total

capital ratio of 10 percent. The average core capital ratio and total capital

ratio maintained by the banking sector remained high at 13.3 percent and

15.0 percent, respectively, as at 30 September 2012.

(iii) Exposure Drafts were issued in 2011 on moving to the Standardised Approach

on Operational Risk and giving guidance to move to the Advanced Approach

on Operational Risk. At present, banks are preparing to move to the

Standardised Approach under operational risk.

(iv) A Consultation Paper was issued on the implementation of Pillar 2 of Basel

II in April 2012 and a few banks have submitted their own Internal Capital

Adequacy Assessment Process (ICAAP). The CBSL is in the process of

reviewing and evaluating the ICAAPs already received.

(v) Disclosures on capital and risks have been improved with the introduction

of the Integrated Risk Management Direction (IRMD) and with the reporting

formats released for compliance with the Sri Lanka Accounting Standards

on financial instruments, presentation, measurement and disclosures.

1.2.3 Preparatory Work Related to Basel III

(i) The preliminary assessment under Basel III requirements reveals that almost

all banks are able to meet the Basel III capital requirements. Adoption of

the new capital standards and banks meeting such requirements is not a

material concern to the CBSL as banks already maintain an industry-wide

Tier I ratio of 13.3 percent as at September 2012. The CBSL will, however,

commence detailed studies of the new capital requirements in 2013. The

CBSL has already carried out a preliminary assessment on the requirements

under the regulatory leverage ratio, based on Tier I capital as against total
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on balance sheet and off-balance sheet assets and at present the banking

sector ratio is 4.3 percent which is above the acceptable norms of 3 – 4

percent. The main challenge for the CBSL will be on the implementation

of the liquidity standards viz., Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) and the Net

Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR).

(ii) The CBSL considers it pertinent for the banking sector to adopt Basel III

capital requirements and liquidity standards early to ensure further

strengthening of the resilience and risk management of banks in Sri Lanka.

Considering the present level of achievement in terms of capital and risk

management, the CBSL is confident of its ability to guide the banking sector

with the implementation and that the banking sector will be able to achieve

the requirements well before the required time target for implementation of

the regulatory requirements under Basel III.

2. Overview of Financial System and Risk Assessment

2.1 General Overview of Financial System of Sri Lanka

2.1.1 The Financial System

The financial system of Sri Lanka comprises the banking sector, non-bank

deposit-taking financial sector, specialised financial institutions, and contractual

savings institutions. The total assets of the financial system are Rs. 7,651.8

billion or US$67.1 billion. The financial assets to GDP ratio stood at 117.5 percent

as at end 2011.

(i)  Composition of the Financial System

(a) Assets of the CBSL, licensed commercial banks (LCBs) and licen-

sed specialised banks (LSBs) account for around 74.1 percent of

the total assets of the financial system. The following Chart and

Table indicate the components of the financial system and share

of the assets:
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(b) The banking sector is 55 percent of the total financial system with

assets amounting to Rs. 4.9 trillion as at end September 2012.

(c) The non-bank deposit-taking financial institutions consisting of licen-

sed finance companies, co-operative rural banks and thrift and credit

co-op societies account for 5.6 percent of the total assets of the

financial system as at end 2011.

(d) Contractual Savings Institutions such as Employees Provident Fund,

Employees’ Trust Fund, Private Provident Funds and Insurance

Companies account for 20.5 percent as at end 2011.

(e) Other specialised financial institutions consisting of primary dealers,

leasing companies, stock broking companies, unit trust companies,

venture capital companies, credit rating agencies account for 4.4

percent of the financial system as at end 2011.

(ii)  Regulatory Regime in Sri Lanka

(a)  A multiple regulatory regime is prevalent in Sri Lanka with the

CBSL being the main financial sector regulator, regulating

approximately 62.2 percent of the assets of the financial system

and 98.2 percent of the deposit taking institutions.

(b)  The CBSL is mandated with securing financial system stability and

economic and price stability. The CBSL in discharging its

responsibilities for financial stability is the licensing authority and

regulator of licensed banks, finance companies, leasing companies

and primary dealers.

(c) At present, the CBSL supervises and regulates 33 licensed banks,

47 licensed finance companies, 13 leasing companies and 12 Primary

Dealers. The CBSL is also mandated to operate the Employees

Provident Fund.

(d)  The Insurance Board of Sri Lanka (IBSL) presently supervises

and regulates insurance companies accounting for 3.4 percent of

the total assets of the financial system and the Securities and
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Table 1

Composition of the Financial Sector

Chart 1

Constituents of the Financial System

and Share of Assets, as at 31 Dec. 2012
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Exchange Commission (SEC) regulates market intermediaries such

as Margin Providers, Underwriters, Credit rating Agencies, Stock

brokers, Managing Companies of unit trusts accounting for 0.4

percent of the total assets of the financial system.

(iii)  Legislative and Regulatory Framework of the Banking Sector

(a)  The regulation and supervision of banks is primarily governed by

legislations, viz., the Monetary Law Act and Banking Act. The

CBSL issues two types of licences for LCBs and LSBs.

(b)  The main distinction being that LCBs are permitted to accept demand

deposits from the public and engage in a full range of foreign

exchange transactions.

(c)  Licensed banks are also required to comply with the Exchange

Control Act and laws on anti-money laundering, terrorist financing

and financial transactions reporting, and Payments and Settlements

Act.

(d) The regulatory and supervisory framework currently applicable is

based on international best practices grounded on the Basel Core

Principles for Effective Banking Supervision set out by the BCBS.

(e)  The CBSL strictly monitors compliance with Directions issued in

relation to inter alia Corporate Governance, Capital Requirements

under Basel II, Integrated Risk Management, assets quality, foreign

exchange activities, liquidity risk, customer charter, ownership of

bank shares carrying voting rights, credit risk, internal audit and

disclosure.

(f) The Banking Act, the main legislation governing banking operations

and the regulatory framework, empowers the CBSL to direct banks

to maintain capital in terms of the Guidelines issued by the Bank

for International Settlements (BIS). Also, the CBSL is empowered

to issue Directions to banks regarding the manner in which any

aspect of the business of such bank is to be conducted to ensure

soundness of the banking sector.
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(iv)  Banking Sector in Sri Lanka

(a)  The banking sector remains the main financial service provider in

the absence of an active corporate debt market. Banks meet the

financial needs of corporates, small and medium enterprises, housing

and the retail sector.

(b) Composition of the Banking Sector

At present, the banking sector in Sri Lanka consists of 24 LCBs

and 9 LSBs accounting for 85.6 percent and 14.4 percent,

respectively, of the total assets of the banking sector.

The banking business of LCBs is diversified whereas the LSBs

predominately operate as savings, housing and development banks.

The state-owned banks account for nearly 50 percent, whilst the

domestic private banks and foreign banks account for 37.1 percent

and 11 percent, respectively, of the market share in assets.

There are 12 foreign banks operating in Sri Lanka, out of which

3 are global systemically important banks.

Table 2

Composition of Banking Sector, as at end Sept. 2012

(c)  Considering the asset size and the interconnectedness in the financial

system at present, there are eight banks which have been identified

as domestic systemically important banks (D-SIBs) accounting for

around 85 percent of the total market share.
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(d)  11 banks operate as financial conglomerates having invested in at

least two financial subsidiaries, such as in insurance companies,

finance companies, merchant banks and stock broking companies.

(e)  All banks and finance companies are required to be rated by external

rating agencies and listed in the Colombo Stock Exchange (CSE)

to facilitate greater transparency as to the financial condition and

the soundness of banks.

(v)  Financial Markets in Sri Lanka

(a) The Interbank Call Money Market is the overnight market that

mainly assists commercial banks in meeting their immediate liquidity

requirements by facilitating lending and borrowing among banks.

In 2012, the CBSL adopted a policy to limit the repo standing

facility, thus facilitating banks to lend among themselves before

reverting to the CBSL. The CBSL was able to maintain the money

rate within the policy rate corridor. The transaction volumes

recorded an average of Rs. 13.1 billion during the year.

(b) Inter-bank Foreign Exchange Market

In 2012, Sri Lanka changed its exchange rate policy from a managed

floating rate system to a market-based system permitting currencies

to float freely responding to demand and supply. In 2012, a decline

in foreign exchange market was observed and excessive volatility

was imminent from time to time in the domestic exchange market,

mainly due to the demand arising from the oil import bills.

(c)  The Treasury bill market continued to be the most liquid and largely

traded instrument operating in the financial market.

(d) In the Corporate Debt Securities Market, the commercial paper

market has been relatively active with many listing of corporate

debentures by two banks. The development of the corporate bond

market is still in a nascent stage and several measures are being

taken to address the impediments to develop the corporate bond

market. Foreign investors are now allowed to invest in the corporate

bond market and incentives given in the Budget 2013 will enhance

the activities of the corporate bond market.
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(e)  The size of the CSE is still small both in terms of market capitalisation

and the number of companies listed on the CSE, compared with

other countries in the region. Market capitalisation at the end of

2012 was Rs. 2.2 trillion, equivalent to 29 percent of GDP. Banking,

Finance and Insurance remain the largest in terms of market

capitalisation with 22.6 percent.

(f)  The SEC has taken several measures to reduce the volatility in the

market. The credit extension by stock brokers was further relaxed

by the SEC. Several measures were also introduced to mitigate

settlement risk in the market, prohibiting employees and directors

of all market intermediaries to trade their shares until after 6 months

of holding such shares. The establishment of a central counterparty

clearing corporation would mitigate settlement risks enabling moving

to a delivery versus payment mechanism. This will facilitate

introduction of new products such as exchange traded derivative.

2.2 Risk Oversight Assessment and Vulnerabilities

2.2.1 Growth Trend

The GDP of the country has been increasing during the years 2010 and

2011 recording over 8 percent of growth for two consecutive years as it recovered

consequent to the end of the 30 year conflict period, despite the spillover effect

of the financial crisis. Sri Lanka’s GDP declined during the period 2007 to 2009

as this was the period where the conflict was intense and in certain ways the

economic activities of the county were hampered due to the financial crisis.

Although the banks in Sri Lanka were not significantly impacted, the exports,

remittances and tourism sector showed some adverse impact.
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2.2.2 Risk Profile of the Banking Sector

(i) Resilience of the Banking Sector

The banking sector in Sri Lanka continues to be resilient with strong capital

adequacy ratios and liquidity position. The asset quality of the banking sector

has shown a steady improvement, although during the year 2012, the non-

performing ratio has increased marginally. The profitability ratios indicate an

improvement supported by improvement in the bank efficiency ratio. The key

indicators of the banking sector during the period 2008 to 2012 are as follows:

Chart 2

Gross Domestic Product (Percent)
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(ii) Credit Risk

(a) Credit risk remains the largest risk where 60 percent of the assets

of the banking sector constitute loans and advances and around 84

percent of the risk weighted assets is concentrated in credit as at 30

September 2012.

Table 3

Key Indicators of the Banking Sector
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(b) Credit growth on average during the ten year period 2002 to 2011

was 16 percent. Credit growth during the year 2009 was negative against

the back drop of uncertainties in the global arena. The increase in credit

has been rapid during the year 2011 at 31.5 percent on a 23 percent

loan growth in 2010.

(c) During the period 2002 to 2012 the average growth in Tier I capital

was 22 percent, indicating a higher growth in capital compared to credit

growth.

Chart 3

Composition of Risk Weighted Assets

 Chart 4

Trend  in Growth Rates if Loans and Tier 1 Capital
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(d) Sri Lanka has in the past adopted macro-prudential measures to

address rapid credit growth.  In 2006, the CBSL increased the risk

weights of loans for housing and other types of loans as the credit

growth in these sectors was increasing at a rapid rate. In 2010, observing

a high credit exposure to stock market activities, the CBSL introduced

limits and required bank Board of Directors to put in place own internal

limits and risk management procedures to address such high exposure.

Similarly, considering the need to address high credit growth and the

implications thereof on the country’s balance of trade position, the CBSL,

during the first quarter of 2012, imposed a credit ceiling of 18 percent

on its rupee credit and permitted banks with foreign sources of funds

to increase credit up to 23 percent.

(e) Economic sectoral analysis of credit reveals that credit has flown

to sectors such as agriculture, construction and trading. Since 2007,

licensed banks in Sri Lanka are required to maintain credit to the

agriculture sector at above 10 percent of total credit.

Chart 5

Sectoral Analysis of the Credit Portfolio

(f) Constituents of credit risk indicated that 35.7percent of total claims

for credit risk are concentrated in claims on Central Government and

the CBSL, which requires no capital allocation.
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Table 4

Claims on Credit Risk

(g) Improvement in the credit quality, however, watchful of position.

Non-performing loan (NPL) ratio of the banking sector has steadily

reduced from 8.5 percent to 4.0 percent during 2009 to September

2012. The increase in net non-performing ratio to capital also indicates

a declining trend from 26.2 percent in 2009 to 14.1 percent in September

2012, thus reflecting an improved asset quality. The trend in the asset

quality of banking sector during the period 2003 to September 2012 is

as follows:
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(iii) Liquidity Risk

(a) Liquidity risk remains at a comfortable level with the statutory liquid

assets ratio being maintained at high levels. Banks at present are

required to maintain the statutory liquid assets ratio at 20 percent, where

LCBs maintain liquid assets to the value of at least 20 percent of the

total liabilities less liabilities to shareholders and the CBSL. LSBs

maintain liquid assets on deposits. The liquid assets predominantly

constitute treasury bills and bonds accounting for 22 percent of the

total assets of the banking sector.

Chart 6

Assets Quality
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(b) The liquid assets to total assets ratio is 27 percent. The maturity

profile reveals a declining trend in the mis-match in the less than 30-

day bucket and the cumulative gap as a percent of total liabilities being

20 percent.

(c)  The composition of liabilities reflects heavy reliance on deposits

amounting to 70 percent whilst time deposits account for 60 percent of

the deposits as at 30 September 2012.

Table 5

Key Liquidity Indicators as at 30 September 2012

Chart 8

Composition of  Deposits, as at

30 Sept. 2012

Chart 7

Composition of Liabilities, as at

30 Sept. 2012
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(d) The CBSL considers it pertinent to further strengthen liquidity risk

management through the Basel III framework as a matter of priority

as liquidity risk management is considered to be one of the most

important areas to address.

(iv) Market Risk

(a) Market risk remains low with risk weighted assets in relation to

market risk being 3.2 percent of the total risk weighted assets, ranging

from a minimum of 0.1 percent to 15 percent in a few banks. The high

ratios were due to high concentrations in market risk related instruments

and to a state-owned bank which is required to invest significant amounts

in government securities in terms of its own legislation.

(b) The trading investments are 24 percent of total investments and

government securities constitutes of 95 percent of such securities,

thereby the specific interest rate risk is zero. As the concentration on

investments in equities is also minimal, the related market risk is

negligible. 52 percent of the risk weighted assets on foreign exchange

and gold is due to the foreign exchange positions held by banks however,

such exposures are monitored on a daily basis and are within the

stipulated Net Open Positions of foreign exchange.

(v) Operational Risk

(a) The operational risk weighted assets constitute 12.5 percent of the

risk weighted assets. The capital charge based on the basic indicator

approach is considerably high. The preliminary data reported to the

Central Bank on internal loss data on operational losses do not indicate

significant losses. The share of risk weighted assets in credit risk, market

risk and operational risk remain at 84.4 percent, 3.2 percent and 12.5

percent, respectively.

(b) Banks have established or are in the process of formalising their

own business continuity plans. The disaster recovery plans form an

integral part of the business continuity plan and are regularly checked.

(vi) Capital Position of Banking Sector Remains High

(a) The core capital ratio and total capital ratio of the banking sector

remain high at 13.3 percent and 15 percent as at 30 September 2012.
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A significant portion (more than 90percent of Tier I capital constitutes

share capital and reserves).

(b) Capital growth during the 10-year period has taken place with the

accumulation of profits and through new share issues. Average growth

in profits during the period has been 29 percent. The corresponding

growth in Core Capital and Total capital is 22 percent and 23 percent.

Chart 9

Growth in Capital

(c) The recently concluded financial sector assessment programme also

reveals that the banking sector’s governance and risk management

practices and capital position has improved.

(vii) Soundness of the Banking Sector

The Banking Soundness Index (BSI) indicates that the banking system has

been sound and stable over the medium term. The CBSL formulates the BSI

which is an aggregate indicator that can be used to assess the soundness of

the banking sector over time. The BSI is based on selected financial soundness

indicators representing capital, asset quality, profitability, liquidity and sensitivity

to market risk. The financial indicators are weighted based on the market share

of each bank. The BSI declined marginally in 4Q/2010 to 100.55 in 3Q/2011

mainly due to a decrease in capital adequacy, liquidity and profitability ratios on

account of the greater credit growth and a slight decline in interest margins.

The BSI indicates that the soundness of the banking sector has improved from

mid-2009.
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2.3 Status of Application of Basel Capital Adequacy Framework

2.3.1 Adoption of Basel I

(i)  Basel I was adopted in 1993 for LCBs and in 1998 for LSBs in Sri

Lanka, in line with the Capital Adequacy Accord recommended by the

BCBS. Taking into account the credit risk in various types of assets on the

balance sheet as well as off-balance sheet, on the basis of risk weights

specified in the Accord, to determine the minimum capital required.

(ii) The capital charge for market risk, as recommended by the BCBS in

1996, was introduced in March 2006.

2.3.2 Adoption of Basel II with the Simplest Approach, Commencing

2008

(i) In 2005, the CBSL announced its intention to adopt Basel II initially

beginning with the simplest approach (viz. the Standardised Approach) under

Pillar I, with the intention of moving to the advanced approaches and other

two pillars in the medium term when the banks’ information and risk

management systems are ready.

(ii) This was in line with the new Capital Adequacy Accord (Basel II)

introduced in June 2004 for internationally active banks providing banks

Chart 10

Banking Soundness Index (2006

Q3=100)

Chart 11

Partial Indicators of

the Banking

Soundness Indicators
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with stronger incentives to improve risk management and to economise capital

funds accordingly. Basel II provides for the maintenance of capital adequacy

ratios on a more risk sensitive focus covering credit risk, market risk in the

trading book and operational risk, under various options, varying from simple

options to model-based advanced options.

(iii)  Commencing 1 January 2008, the Capital Requirements Directive was

implemented in the Sri Lanka requiring all banks to adopt Pillar I of Basel

II with the standardised approach on credit risk, standardised measurement

approach on market risk and basic indicator approach on operational risk.

This Direction also required banks to commence collection of data and

establish data warehouse to facilitate adopting the advanced approaches in

2013. The minimum capital adequacy ratios currently in force for banks in

Sri Lanka is 10 percent, with core capital not less than 5 percent, when

compared with  8 percent and 4 percent, respectively, recommended by the

BCBS.

2.3.3 The Way Forward on Basel II

(i)  In 2011, an Exposure Draft was issued on the Implementation of the

Standardised Approach on Operational Risk and Guidelines for the advanced

approaches on Collecting Internal Loss Data of Banks to facilitate moving

to the Advanced Measurement Approach, with a view of facilitating banks

to commence tracking of internal loss data and mapping such data according

to business lines. This will facilitate the development and functioning of a

credible operational risk measurement system in banks.

(ii) In April 2012, a Consultation Paper on the Implementation of Pillar 2

of Basel II on Supervisory Review Process was issued to banks. The

requirements are due to be finalised and the Direction will be issued during

2013 requiring banks to maintain capital on all risks.

(iii) The Direction on Pillar 3 of Basel II on Market Discipline is scheduled

to be issued in 2013 after reviewing the status of disclosure based on the

International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). Banks in Sri Lanka are

required to comply with the Sri Lanka Accounting Standards corresponding

to the IFRS for financial reporting and disclosure.
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2.3.4 Adoption of Basel III

The CBSL is currently reviewing the requirements under the Basel III

framework. Preliminary assessments on the capital requirements and leverage

ratio have been carried out.

3. Assessment of Impact of Basel Standards

3.1 Assessment of Impact on Current Capital Rules

3.1.1 New Capital Rules

(i)  Banks are required to hold higher quantity and quality of capital in terms

of common equity as its ability to absorb losses is higher. In order to ensure

higher quality and quantity of capital, the minimum regulatory capital adequacy

ratios (excluding the conservation buffer) which are to be met at all times,

are as follows:

Table 6

Higher Quantity and Quality of Capital under

Basel III Requirements

Note 1: Capital conservation buffer constitutes common equity.
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(ii)  Considering the negative externalities created by systemically important

banks which are not fully addressed by current regulatory requirements,

SIBs will be required to maintain more capital with higher loss absorbency.

3.1.2 Status of Current Level and Adequacy of Capital of Individual

Banks or Banking Groups in Terms of Key Performance

Indicators for Capital

(i) All banks presently maintain capital based on Pillar I of Basel II and

are required to maintain a 5 percent core capital and 10percent total capital

ratio. As at end September 2012, the core capital ratio and total capital ratio

of the banking sector was 13.3 percent and 15.0 percent, respectively, on

average. Similarly, banks are required to maintain capital based on the

consolidated position of banks. Licensed Banks are compliant as indicated

below:

Table 7

Key Indicators for Capital, as at 30 Sept. 2012

(ii) Meeting Economic Objectives/Economic Growth: Considering the macro-

economic goal of increasing per capital income to US$4,000 by 2016, and

the expected increase of banking assets to Rs. 10 trillion, banks have been

requested to increase their minimum capital by 2015 on a staggered basis

to Rs. 5 billion by end 2015.

During the past five years, the capital adequacy ratios have been maintained

at high levels. The following chart indicates the trend in the core capital

ratio and total capital ratio.
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Chart 12

Trend in Capital Adequacy Ratios

3.1.3 Assessment of Capital Levels in Terms of Enhanced Capital

Requirements under Different Capital Components and

Quantification of Future Capital Requirements

(i) The core capital or Tier I capital predominately consists of going-concern

capital instruments such as share capital, share premium, statutory reserve

fund and the retained profits having capacity to unconditionally absorb losses

as stress arise allowing the bank to remain in business. The Tier I capital

consists mainly of ordinary share capital and share premium (35 percent),

retained profits (30 percent) and general reserves (35 percent).

Chart 13

Composition of Tier I Capital of Banking Industry
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In terms of growth in share capital, retained profits and reserves over the

period 2008 to September 2012, a gradual increase has been observed as

in the Chart below.

Chart 14

Composition of Core Capital

(ii) The statutory reserve fund is maintained under the Banking Act where

banks are required to transfer funds out of the net profits after the payment

of tax each year, before any dividend is declared or any profits are

transferred to the head office or elsewhere. This is sum equivalent to not

less than 5 percent of paid-up or assigned capital and a further 2 percent

of profits until the amount of the said reserve fund is equal to the paid-up

or assigned capital of such bank.

(iii) At present, no bank has issued non-cumulative, non-redeemable

preference shares, therefore our preliminary assessment indicates that the

Tier I capital maintained by banks under Basel II is equivalent to the common

equity Tier I and Additional Tier I under Basel III.

(iv)Considering that banks’ strategy of raising capital is through share

issuance and internal generation and accumulation of profits, it is observed

that banks maintain a high level of core capital.

(v) A comparison of the current levels of capital with the Basel III

requirements is as follows:
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3.1.4 Assessment of Current Level of Leverage

(i) With effect from 2018, the Tier I capital should be 3 percent to 4 percent

of the total balance sheet assets, including on-balance sheet and off-balance

sheet assets. This ratio known as the leverage ratio is introduced to

complement the new capital standards and will curtail excessive expansion

of a bank’s balance sheet.

(ii) The CBSL carried out an assessment of Leverage Ratio based on the

current performance of banks in terms of capital and exposure. Considering

Tier I capital as against total on-balance sheet and off-balance sheet assets,

the leverage ratio of the banking industry is at 4.3 percent, above the norm

of 3 percent. As explained above, the current Tier I capital is similar to the

Tier I capital under Basel III requirements. The total assets represent the

on-balance sheet assets net of specific provisions and valuation adjustments.

Physical or financial collateral, guarantees or credit risk mitigation purchases

are not allowed to reduce on-balance sheet exposures, and loans and deposits

have not been netted.

Chart 15

Core Capital in Banks vs. Basel III Requirements,

as at 30 Sept. 2012
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3.1.5 New Framework for Liquidity Risk Management

Banks will need to maintain adequate levels of high quality liquid assets to

ensure that short-term and long-term liquidity requirements are met. For

this purpose, quantitative liquidity standards namely, the LCR and NSFR

were introduced. The definitions and the requirements are as follows:

Table 8

Leverage Ratios of Banks

Note: Tier I Capital/Total On and Off-balance Sheet Assets.

(i) LCR aims at covering possible short-term mismatches, through the

comparison of expected cumulative net cash outflows for a 30 calendar day

time horizon with high quality unencumbered liquid assets at the bank’s

disposal.

(ii) NSFR aims at coping with possible structural mismatches in the

composition of balance sheet assets and liabilities over a one-year horizon.

It compares the total sources of funds with maturity greater than one year

with the portion of stable non-maturity deposits and the less liquid assets.

Table 9

New Liquidity Requirements
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(iii) Both ratios must be at least 100 percent and, LCR and NSFR will come

into force by 1 January 2015 and 2018, respectively.

3.1.6 Current Level and Adequacy of Liquidity of Individual Banks

or Banking Groups in Terms of Key Performance Indicators

for Liquidity

(i) At present, all the licensed commercial banks are required to maintain

statutory liquid assets ratio of 20 percent over total liabilities less liabilities

to shareholders and the CBSL, whereas in the case of licensed specialised

banks the liability bases include only deposits. The liquid assets considered

for the computation of the Statutory Liquid Assets Ratio are mainly cash,

investments in government securities with maturities not exceeding one year,

balances with banks and money at call in Sri Lanka.

(ii) Banks maintain a Statutory Reserve Requirement (SRR) of 8 percent

on Rupee deposits with the CBSL. As the SRR is a monetary policy tool

to control money supply it is not considered for liquidity purposes.

(iii) The maturity gap analysis during the period less than 30 days remains

within the 0-20 percent negative maturity mismatch as at 30 September

2012.

3.1.7 Assessment of Current Liquidity in Terms of New Liquidity

Requirement of Basel Standards and Identification of Additional

Requirements

(i) Assessment of liquidity requirements of Basel III is being carried out.

A team of officers of the Bank Supervision Department (BSD) is currently

working on the guidelines and definitions for the computation of the LCR

and NSFR. The preliminary assessment indicates that the LCR vary from

70 percent to 423 percent among the large banks. The high ratio is maintained

by the large savings banks as it is mandated to invest 60 percent of their

deposits in government securities which are Level 1 assets.

(ii) At present, however, it is observed that the unencumbered government

securities form a significant portion of the assets and will be of use when

computing the liquidity under new standards. Further, banks in Sri Lanka do

not have Level 2 assets or its portion is insignificant. The SRR required to

be maintained is presently 8 percent on Rupee deposits and the excess
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maintained in the CBSL over the required level will be considered as Level

1 assets.

(iii) The CBSL intends to maintain the same run-off factors of net inflows

and outflows as specified by the Basel requirements. The CBSL is yet to

decide on the reporting format and currency. The banks will be required to

commence the observation period in 2013.

3.2 Impact of Different Peer Groups and the Banking System

(i) The foreign banks maintain high capital adequacy ratios owing to

extension of credit to highly rated corporates and, in the case of small foreign

banks, the minimum capital requirements have not been fully utilised.

(ii) The domestic banks maintain capital on the diversified loan portfolios

and therefore, capital is used to a large extent.

(iii) Considering the above, the adequacy of capital based on the Basel III

requirements remains satisfactory. With regard to the current requirement,

the CBSL will monitor closely, with the forthcoming implementation of Pillar

2 - Supervisory Review Process, the capital planning process of banks and

will assess the level of capital that banks are required to maintain to cover

all risks. Under this process, the CBSL will expect banks to maintain capital

above the minimum requirement and through off-site surveillance and

examinations monitor the  ICAAP. The CBSL plans to implement the

observation period under Basel III commencing 2013.

(iv)On assessment of future capital requirement in terms of business models

of banks and identification of gaps; considering the need to facilitate the

doubling of per capita income and the doubling of banking assets, the

minimum capital requirement will be increased on a staggered basis to Rs.

5 billion by 2015.
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4. Issues and Challenges of Implementing Basel Standards

4.1 Regulatory Empowerment

4.1.1 Adequacy of Laws and Regulations

(i)  The implementation of the Basel requirements is facilitated by the

following provisions in the Banking Act, the legislation governing the banking

operations:

(a) The Banking Act No. 30 of 1988 as amended empowers the

Monetary Board (of the CBSL) to issue Directions to banks regarding

the manner in which any aspect of the business of such bank or banks

is to be conducted.

(b) The Banking Act also requires all banks to maintain capital adequacy

ratio as may be determined by the Monetary Board, which shall in

determining such ratio to be maintained, as far as practicable adopt

guidelines for capital adequacy set out by the BIS in Basel.

(ii) Considering the above empowerment, the CBSL is in a position to

implement all the requirements under Basel II and Basel III.

4.1.2 Enforcement Capabilities

(i) If any variation in the capital adequacy requirement is to be effected,

the Monetary Board shall do so by informing in writing to the bank which

is required to augment its capital, and shall be afforded a period of twelve

months or such longer period as may be granted by the Monetary Board,

in which to comply with such requirement.

(ii) If the capital of the bank has become deficient, the Monetary Board will

grant a reasonable period of time for the rectification of such deficiency.

During the period of deficiency banks are not permitted to declare dividends

or repatriate profits.

4.1.3 Risk Management Framework

In 2011, the CBSL issued a Direction on Integrated Risk Management

requiring banks to adopt an integrated approach to risk management. The
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implementation of this Direction is monitored and banks have made satisfactory

progress to strengthen their risk management framework.

4.2 Capital Augmentation and Related Issues

In Sri Lanka, the equity capital market is active; however, the corporate

debt market is still in a nascent stage. All the domestic private banks are required

to list their equities, and bank equities are frequently traded. Further, banks are

also required to list their debt capital and in the recent past many state and

private domestic banks have been in a position to list their long-term corporate

debt to raise Tier II capital.

The corporate debt securities market is small in comparison with the

government securities market. There is a need to develop both the short- and

long-term segments of this market to provide alternate funding for financial

institutions, corporates and private and public sector institutions to mobilise funds

for medium- and long-term investment. Furthermore, the development of a

domestic capital market as a supplement to the banking sector would also

strengthen the financial system through the diversification of risk and funding

sources. The decision to permit foreigners to invest in corporate debt securities

will broaden the investor base and add liquidity to the market.

Banks have been able to generate and accumulate profits as Tier I capital.

In the recent past, many banks have been able to raise capital through Rights

Issue and through the issue of subordinated debentures for Tier II purposes.

The large banks enjoy high credit ratings which have enabled them to mobilise

capital from both the domestic and international financial markets. Further, high

Tier I capital position has led to the increase in capacity to raise debt capital.

4.3 Review of Asset and Liability Management Strategies

At present, banks carry a large portion of their assets in Government

securities and considering the attractive interest rates offered, the low risk and

as it is recognised as a statutory liquid asset, banks prefer investing in Government

securities compared to other forms of liquid assets. Banks will be forced to

maintain high quality liquid assets which may have a negative bearing on

profitability and on pricing and margins.
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4.4 Human Resource Constraints

(i) At present, around 8 members of the BSD (total staff in the department

is 60) have attended international workshops on Basel III. However, at

present there is a resource gap and the resources of the BSD are strained

due to other priorities.

(ii) The CBSL is facilitating the implementation of the corresponding

Accounting Standards of International Accounting Standards on financial

instruments and resources are tied up.

(iii) Also, the frequency of examination of banks has been stepped up. With

the issue of the Directions on Integrated Risk Management Guidelines, the

banks were required to strengthen their integrated risk management. This

Direction was issued as a precursor to the Direction on Pillar 2 of Basel

II - Supervisory Review Process, which will be issued during the first half

of 2013.

(iv)The Central Bank has recognised the need for training on Basel III

requirements and on the advanced approaches of Basel II.

(v) Banks too are undertaking capacity building in the area of risk, however,

we see that a few banks are yet to fully implement systems and improve

their risk management practices.

4.5 Infrastructure Issues

(i) The main challenges remain in the computation of risk weighted assets,

where there is limited external ratings used to risk weight assets. At present,

only around 113 entities are rated by external rating agencies and the rated

assets as against the total risk weighted assets is around 4 percent of the

total assets.

(ii) Modification to existing IT and other information systems - cost

implications. Moving to the advanced approaches under Basel II and

computation of liquidity ratios under Basel III will require advanced data

mining and suitable IT systems. The larger banks have already made

significant commitment on upgrading their systems and purchasing new

systems to facilitate the risk quantification.
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(iii) Commencing 1 January 2012, banks are required to adopt the Sri Lanka

Accounting Standards corresponding to the International Accounting

standards IAS 32, 39 and International Financial Reporting Standards IFRS

7. Through this it is envisaged that banks will have the required data to

proceed with the advanced approaches under Basel II Pillar I. Also, when

the banking industry is ready with the disclosure requirements under IFRS

7, the CBSL intends to issue Directions on Pillar III, thus harmonising the

requirements.

4.6 Impact on Cross-border Supervision

The overseas operations of domestic banks are limited. The largest bank

has a fully-fledged banking subsidiary outside the country whilst two other

commercial banks maintain branches overseas. Banks prepare their capital

adequacy requirement on a consolidated basis, hence the capital position and

the risk taking of these operations are captured. Similar approach will be adopted

going forward with the requirements under Basel III.

At present, there are 12 banks incorporated outside Sri Lanka operating in

the country. These banks maintain high capital adequacy ratios in terms of Basel

II. Many of the home countries of these banks have commenced the observation

period and given guidelines on Basel III.

4.7 Issues in Implementation of Countercyclical Buffer

The rational of the countercyclical buffer much more linked to the need to

introduce a genuine macro-prudential view in banking regulation. The buffer is

to be deployed when the national authorities consider aggregate credit growth

to be excessive, thus determining an unacceptable build up of system-wide risk.

The main goal of implementing the buffer is not to manage the credit cycle, but

to ensure that the banking system accumulates a buffer of capital in good time

to protect it against future potential losses.

The CBSL has not yet decided on the implementation of the countercyclical

buffer as specified in the Basel III. However, in the past, the CBSL has increased

the risk weights of certain loans with a view of ensuring capital build-up and

of increasing the cost of funds, thereby dampening growth of such loans.

Similarly, in the past general loan loss provisions also were increased for the

same purpose. Hence, indirectly the macro-prudential aspect has been addressed

by the CBSL.
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Further, the CBSL has the necessary statutory powers to introduce

countercyclical buffer if the need arises.

5. The Way Forward and Strategic Options

5.1 Strengthening Regulatory Framework

Considering the importance of ensuring the soundness of the banking system,

the Monetary Board is empowered to issue Directions regarding the manner in

which any aspect of the business of such bank is to be conducted.

Accordingly, the existing provisions in the Banking Act permit the Monetary

Board of the CBSL to require banks to maintain capital at higher levels, the

required liquidity coverage ratio and the net stable funding ratio, and the leverage

ratio.

The Banking Act requires that any variation in the capital adequacy ratio

to be communicated to all banks in writing and to afford such banks a period

of twelve months or such period as may be granted by the Monetary Board.

The CBSL issued a Direction on Integrated Risk Management in banks

requiring banks to maintain an integrated risk management framework. This

Direction inter alia requires banks to develop and use risk management techniques

for monitoring and managing their risks and to assure the CBSL that adequate

capital is held to meet various risks to which they are exposed.

In relation to liquidity risk management and liquidity risk assessment

measurements such as stock approach, flow approach, net funding requirement,

and assessing liquidity risk based on stress testing on alternate scenarios and

maintaining contingency plans, have been made mandatory.

This Direction was issued as a precursor to the Pillar 2 of Basel II. The

Direction sets out the responsibilities of Board of Directors and senior

management in understanding the risks assumed by the banks and ensuring that

the risks are appropriately managed. The requirement of policies, systems and

procedures, limits, monitoring of risks, relating to credit, market, operational,

liquidity and interest rate risk in the banking book are also specified. Banks are

also required to use stress testing to assess the risks encountered by banks.

Considering the enhanced capital and liquidity requirements, the need for

consolidation of small banks has now become a necessity. The Central Bank
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recognises that facilitating mergers may not be easy due to different cultures

of staff, views of the Boards of Directors and lack of skilled people, mergers

can also take place between finance companies and banks. The CBSL will

consider granting approval if any merger, acquisition or consolidation is in the

interest of promotion of a safe, sound and stable banking system, and with fair

competition prevailing in the banking industry.

5.1.1 The Alternate Strategies for Implementing Countercyclical

Capital Buffers

(i)  The CBSL in 2006 adopted several measures in view of high credit

growth in certain sectors as follows:

(a) Increase in risk weighted assets on housing loans and in other loans.

(b) Increase in general provisions

(ii)  The CBSL has also adopted the following macro-prudential measures

during the past.

(a) Varied the net open position limits on foreign exchange of banks

(b) Varied SRR

(c) Introduced limits on exposures to stock market

(d) Curtailment of credit growth

5.2 Capital and Liquidity Management Strategies by Banks

(i) The CBSL continuously reviews the capital position both on silo and

group basis. The Banks Boards are required to monitor closely. The

regulatory requirement is maintained considering the audited profits of the

bank and in the event that dividends are declared or losses are incurred,

such adjustments are taken into consideration when computing the Capital

Adequacy Ratio (CAR). As discussed earlier, no bank is permitted to declare

dividends if such deplete the CAR of the bank.

(ii) Banks capital augmentation plans based on the current regulatory

requirements are obtained as and when necessary. With the proposed

implementation of the Supervisory Review Process, banks will be required

to submit the ICAAP  programme annually, indicating banks capital planning

process, including the level of risks undertaken, risk mitigation process,

systems, controls and governance procedures.

(iii) The Bank Boards of Directors will be required to review the process

on a quarterly basis. The CBSL will assess the adequacy of capital during
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the periodic examinations of banks and through the off-site

surveillance.

(iv)The liquidity management strategies will be assessed based on the

maintenance of the statutory liquid assets (SLA) ratio and the Direction on

integrated risk management. The SLA ratio is monitored on a monthly basis

and banks are required to maintain the requirement on a daily basis on both

the Domestic Banking Unit in local currency and in the off-shore banking

unit in USD terms. The banks tend to strictly maintain this ratio considering

that a monetary penalty will be imposed on failure to comply with the

requirement. The Director of Bank Supervision is empowered to require

banks to disclose such penalties in the Annual Report and hence banks

generally are determined to avoid such situations considering its adverse

implications.

(v) The strategies will be assessed by the Bank Supervisors during the on-

site examinations. The assessment of liquidity management strategies on a

consolidated basis needs improvement and the proposed amendments to the

Banking Act will empower CBSL to issue regulations pertaining to

governance, risk management and internal controls.

(vi)  Divestments/wind downs: At present there is no deliberation on such

areas. However, the CBSL expects to see more consolidation of banks to

strengthen the banking sector.

(vii) Redesign of business models and portfolio focus: The CBSL currently

adopts a stringent policy in permitting banks to carry out other types of

business and expects banks to either stay away from such investments or

carry them out through a subsidiary.

(viii) With the enhancement of capital requirements under Basel III, it is

expected that banks will redesign their business models. However to remain

mindful of regulatory arbitrage.

(ix)  Active Balance Sheet Management: This may once again be a gradual

process for banks operating in Sri Lanka as enhancing capital requirements

will not be an urgent priority as already the maintained levels of regulatory

capital are high.

(x) Banks will need to maintain adequate levels of high quality liquid assets

to ensure that short-term and long-term liquidity requirements are met.
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5.3 Development of Capital Markets and Instruments

(i) The SEC is at present discussing with the CBSL, CSE and the Registrar

of Companies on developing the capital markets. This will also facilitate

especially in the areas of financing development projects.

(ii) While the SEC has in place a regulatory framework for listed corporate

debt, the bulk of the debt issues take place or are likely to be in the over

the counter (OTC ) market. Hence it is necessary to introduce a regulatory

framework for the OTC market which will include disclosure requirements,

a price information platform, a dealer-broker system, trading rules and

depository and settlement arrangements.

(iii) The SEC intends to expedite the SEC Act amendments to be in line

with International Organisation of Securities Commission (IOSCO) standards;

encourage more public and private listings; attract new foreign and local

funds; develop infrastructure, such as trading back office; intensify education

and awareness; develop unit trust industry; strengthen risk management;

develop new products; and convert the CSE from a member-owned company

to a company owned by shareholders.

5.4 Development of Infrastructure and Related Issues

(i) The banks are at different stages in relation to the modification of IT

infrastructure. Many large banks have already committed resources to ensure

that the IT needs to facilitate the requirements in the Integrated Risk

Management Direction, the ICAAP, and Basel II advanced approaches under

Pillar I.

(ii) Specific modifications will be on quantification of risk and aggregation.

(iii) The acquisition cost for these banks remain high.

5.5 Capacity Building for Staff of Regulators and Banks

(i) The CBSL will facilitate training of all staff of BSD in the areas of Risk

Management, Basel II and Basel III, Corporate Governance and Internal

Controls and Audit.

(ii) The CBSL has already commenced discussions on the requirements

under Basel III. The impact assessment on capital requirements and leverage
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ratios based on the current capital position has been revealed to the

banks.

(iii) During regular meetings with the Bank Chairmen and Chief Executive

Officers and at the annual bank directors’ symposium the broad implications

have been discussed. The CBSL also regularly organises banking regulation

programmes during which time the impact assessment is discussed.

5.6 Road Map for Implementation of Basel II and III

In relation to the implementation of Basel II, it is proposed to roll out the

road map in the following manner:

(i) Implementation of the Supervisory Review Process Pillar 2 of Basel II

in 2013

(ii) Implementation of the Advanced Approaches on Pillar I Operational

Risk in 2013

(iii) Implementation of the Advanced Approaches in Credit Risk commencing

2014 on optional basis.

5.6.1 Implementation of Basel III

(i) Issuance of Guidelines for commencement of the observation period on

the requirements of capital and leverage ratio under Basel III in 2013.

(ii) Issuance of Guidelines for liquidity risk management and commencement

of the observation period under Basel III in 2013.

6. Conclusion

The CBSL remains committed to implement the advanced approaches of

Basel II in the near future. It does not see a significant challenge in meeting

the capital requirements under Basel III, and the commencement of the

observation period for liquidity risk will begin in 2013.
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